
Notes: Graphing Functions Using Calculus 

How to Graph Functions Using Calculus 
Example: ( ) 4 33 8f x x x= −   
Identify the domain of f and any intercepts 

Identify any asymptotes and examine end behavior 

Find ( )'f x  and use it to find and use it to find any critical numbers of f .   

Use the Increasing/Decreasing Function Test to identify intervals on which f is increasing ( )( )' 0f x >  

and the intervals on which f is decreasing ( )( )' 0f x <  .Use the First Derivative Test to identify any local 
maximum values and local minimum values. 

Find ( )''f x .  Use the Test for Concavity to determine where the function is concave up ( )( )'' 0f x >  and 

concave down ( )( )'' 0f x < .  Identify any inflection points 

Graph the function using the information gathered.  
Plot additional points as needed.  It may be helpful 
to find the slope of the tangent line at these points. 
 

 

  



Notes: Graphing Functions Using Calculus 

Your Turn: ( ) 5 210f x x x= −   
Identify the domain of f and any intercepts 

Identify any asymptotes and examine end behavior 

Find ( )'f x  and use it to find and use it to find any critical numbers of f .   

Use the Increasing/Decreasing Function Test to identify intervals on which f is increasing ( )( )' 0f x >  

and the intervals on which f is decreasing ( )( )' 0f x <  .Use the First Derivative Test to identify any local 
maximum values and local minimum values. 

Find ( )''f x .  Use the Test for Concavity to determine where the function is concave up ( )( )'' 0f x >  and 

concave down ( )( )'' 0f x < .  Identify any inflection points 

Graph the function using the information gathered.  
Plot additional points as needed.  It may be helpful 
to find the slope of the tangent line at these points. 
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Identify the domain of f and any intercepts 

Identify any asymptotes and examine end behavior 

Find ( )'f x  and use it to find and use it to find any critical numbers of f .   

Use the Increasing/Decreasing Function Test to identify intervals on which f is increasing ( )( )' 0f x >  

and the intervals on which f is decreasing ( )( )' 0f x <  .Use the First Derivative Test to identify any local 
maximum values and local minimum values. 

Find ( )''f x .  Use the Test for Concavity to determine where the function is concave up ( )( )'' 0f x >  and 

concave down ( )( )'' 0f x < .  Identify any inflection points 

Graph the function using the information gathered.  
Plot additional points as needed.  It may be helpful 
to find the slope of the tangent line at these points. 
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Identify the domain of f and any intercepts 

Identify any asymptotes and examine end behavior 

Find ( )'f x  and use it to find and use it to find any critical numbers of f .   

Use the Increasing/Decreasing Function Test to identify intervals on which f is increasing ( )( )' 0f x >  

and the intervals on which f is decreasing ( )( )' 0f x <  .Use the First Derivative Test to identify any local 
maximum values and local minimum values. 

Find ( )''f x .  Use the Test for Concavity to determine where the function is concave up ( )( )'' 0f x >  and 

concave down ( )( )'' 0f x < .  Identify any inflection points 

Graph the function using the information gathered.  
Plot additional points as needed.  It may be helpful 
to find the slope of the tangent line at these points. 
 

 

 


